A breakthrough universal broadband antenna from the fractal antenna innovators

**UAVee™ 6000**

- Universal Access Antenna™
- 400 MHz to 6 GHz operating range
- 7.7 dia. x 5.7 inch low profile
- Antenna 1/8 λ at lowest frequency
- Unity gain or better (0 to 2.5 dBd)
- SWR 2:1 or better
- Omnidirectional, linear polarization
- Input power up to 250 W
- N type or SMA connector (50 Ω)
- Rugged design, weighs 2.5 lbs
- Color: white, black, custom
- Optional watertight mounting kit

With a great standing wave ratio over a 15:1+ range of frequency, the UAVee™ 6000 antenna delivers excellent performance in a compact form factor for signal gathering and high power transmit applications.

Designed to be mounted on a vehicle roof, the UAVee™ 6000 antenna is ruggedly built from the base through the internal components to the radome. The antenna will operate in extreme environments, works well on or without a ground plane, and can be used for outdoor applications. It is also at home on walls or ceilings.

Use the UAVee™ 6000 Universal Access Antenna™ for any and all wireless and telecom needs from cell phone to WLAN to UWB!